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The warning of this ancient maxim induces the au thors of th is paper to 
ed it the results of their investigations and subm it it  to  the  judgem ent of a 
higher scientific Areopagus.
Methods of observations are naturally  improving and refining in the course 
of observations and thus no m ortal being could be through with his task , would 
he follow w ithout reserve his meritorius urge to  steadily  replace the utilixable 
by something better.
The authors subm it to  m an's fate of finiteness and cede the task of im pro­
ving these observations to  fu ture times and fu ture workers who believe to  be 
able to  refine them  by (nature experience.
This treatise is the paper presented for the competition and rewarded with 
the first prize of the Bcnecke-fund for 1909 by the Philosophical Faculty of 
the Göttingen University*. Its publication was postponed so far. for the reason.
* T h is is  a  tra n s la tio n  o f th e  orig ina) paper, f i r s t  p u b lish ed  in A nnalen  d e r  P h y s ik  (in 
G erm an) a s  g iven  in th e  B ib lio g rap h y , th en  for th e  second  tim e  in  „ B o la n d  E ö tv ö s  G esam m elte  
A rb e ite n " , e d ited  by  P . Selényi, B u d ap es t, 1932. — Som e o f  his n o tes  w ere co m p le ted  by  th e  
tra n s la to r , m ark ed  b y  [*]
1. S. th e  l ite ra l t e x t  o f th e  th em e  o f co m p e titio n  in  V III . IS , p. 336. ¡*This c ita tio n  o f th e  
„G esam m elte  A rb e iten "  re fers to  th e  p a p e r  o f  R . E ö tv ö s : Ü b e r  G eo d ätisch e  A rbeiten  in  U n g a rn , 
b esonders ü b er B eo b ach tu n g en  m it d e r  D rehw age. B e ric h t a n  d ie  X V I. A llgem eine K on fe ren z  
d e r In te rn a tio n a le n  E rd m essu n g " , B u d ap es t, 1909. T h e  c ita tio n  is, a s  fo llow s:
„ A  v ery  sen sitiv e  m e th o d  w as g iven  b y  E ö tv ö s  to  m ak e  a  com parison  b e tw een  th e  in e rtia  
a n d  g ra v ita t io n  o f  m a tte r .  C onsidering  th is  a n d  th e  new  d ev e lo p m en ts  o f  e lec tro d y n am ics, as 
well a s  th e  d iscovery  o f  rad io ac tiv e  s tu ffs . N ew to n 's  law  concern ing  th e  p ro p o rtio n a lity  o f  
in e r tia  a n d  g ra v ita tio n  is to  be  p roved  a s  ex ten siv e ly  a s  possib le ."
T h e  f ir s t  prize, M ark 4300, w as aw arded  to  th e  ab o v en am ed  a u th o rs  fo r th e ir  co llective  
w ork in  M arch, 1909.]
th a t  siniilar new investigations with accomplished Eötvös torsion balances 
were promising even a greater accuracy^. In recent times, however. Kötvös' 
torsion balance was applied to  practical mining prospect ions, which in ever 
expanding frames, hindered the above-m entioned investigations. But with 
regard to  the great interest — expecially for the postulate of general relativity  
given by Einstein — the authors of th is treatise th ink not to  retain  it anymore 
from publicity. By so doing they  believe to  comply with the intention of the 
Baron v. ÁéVt'ö.s' who himself had already prepared the  publication, but
the completion was hindered by his death on the 8th  April, 1919. The original 
of this competition essay had an extent of about 10 sheets whereby a conside­
rable abridging of the paper became necessary, b u t without getting lost the 
originality of the work. So the long tables containing the readings and those 
parts w hich did not touch the essence of the w hole w ere principally omitted^.
/. 77; e /a.sd* u.s ?V wa.? cuaccfacd a/;d treated A'cM'/aa'.s law may be expressed 
as follows: Every smallest part of a body a ttrac ts  every other one w ith a force 
w hose direction coincides w ith the connecting line of both parts, its m agnitude 
being directly proportional to  the product of the masses and inversely pro­
portional to the square of their distance from one to  the other. So. if J / ,  w 
are th e se  masses and r their distance, the m utual a ttrac tion  has the value
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according to  the principles of and A7;e/n;;'.s mechanics, the accelera­
tion of the part of mass tow ard d / is
Consequently, the proportionality  of inertia and gravitation is equivalent to 
the constance of /  (the constant of gravitation).
Now it should be examined by observations w ith  Eötvös' torsion balance, 
how far do the gravitational phenomena agree with this postulate.
In this w ork the investigation w ill be conducted in tw o directions, a t first 
about the question, whether the  grav itational a ttrac tion  is depending on the 
nature of the  body, secondly as regards the question, w hether an influence on 
the a ttrac tion  of a body by the presence of o ther bodies would be perceptible, 
similarly to  effects of different kind, like the phenomena of magnetic and elec­
tric  inductions, and especially those of absorption of heat and light.
Experim ents made w ith radioactive stuffs w ill be trea ted  in a special chap­
ter of this paper.
2. cf. th e  n o te  a t  th e  en d  o f  th is  tre a tis e .
*' A ccording to  a  d iscussion  w ith  Mr. I) . P é k á r ,  who k in d iy  p laced  th e  o rig ina i m a n u ­
sc r ip t a t  o u r  d isposai, we in se rted  here  ag a in  th o se  p a r ts  o m itte d  a t  th e  f irs t tim e . F o r th e ir  
in d ica tio n  th e y  w ere p u t  in  b ra ck e ts .
2. On oAscrmCons M.'?VA (Ac oA;ccl /o rZcct'Pc (Ac <y;tcg(?03 M.-Ac(Acr y/ov^a^'ow 
M depc/;dcw( o/i (Ac t.ufMcc o/ AodfM.
F irst of ail we have to  consider the  principies of argum entation presented 
by M?M%0H himseif in his Principia for the proportionality  of inertia and g rav ita ­
tion of different bodies, i hose are of two hinds: 3S¿ro303Mcai, referring especial 
iy to  the motion of thesa teH iteso f.Jup ite r, and ?errcg//'?'of, resting on observa­
tions on the  free faii, and the osciiiating motion of m ateriaiiy different bodies. 
Both kinds of dem onstration gave the resuit, th a t  the gravitational a ttrac tion  
seemed to  be independent of the materia) nature  of the bodies, though through 
those observations mereiy a difference of 1/ 100(1 in the gravitationa) a ttrac tion  
of different bodies with identical masses and positions was recognized.
After Newton's tim es the continuous advance in the a r t  of observation of 
terrestria) and celestial motions rendered it possible to  carry out more precise 
investigations resting upon his law. So, above all, we w ant here to  point to 
the classical pendulum  observations of Besse), by those the hm it of a sti)) pos­
sible difference in the a ttrac tion  of different bodies was shifted from 1,1000 to 
1/60 000. And this lim it was recently sti)) more significantly reduced to  
1/20 000 000 by Fötvö.s' investigations, who had taken our most sensitive in ­
strum ent, the torsion batanee, for that, purpose in service. As the  m ethods and 
results of th a t  research were pubhshed only in a short ti.de in vo). 8. of N atu r­
wissenschaftlichen Berichte aus Ungarn, 1890h we thou l i t  it for necessary to  
explaiti here somewhat more thoroughly the them e what was there only o u t­
lined.
We are regarding the force of gravity  as the resu ltan t of two forces, gener 
ally of different directions, one of which originates in the a ttrac tion  of masses, 
the o ther one in the inertia of the bodies. For th is reason observations directed 
to the direction of the grav ity  of different bodies may be used for the investiga­
tion of the relation between inertia and gravity .
The first force, the  component of the grav ity  force of a un it mass a t point 
P is expressed, according to the a ttraction  of masses, by the integral
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and the -scco/td o/ie is the component originated in the  inertia, i. e. the 
centrifugal force expressed by
The notations used are, as follows: is an a ttrac ting  unit mass, o its
distance from P, /  the gravitationa! constant, A is the distance of P  from the 
axis of ro tation of the  E arth , and a the angular velocity of the rotation. Fig. 1. 
shows a picture of these two components PC, together with their resu ltan t Py, 
i. e. the to ta l force of gravity , shown by length and direction. One sees on the
'  S. I I .  (43), pp . 17 — 20. [*U ber d ie  A nziehung  d e r  E rd e  a u f  versch iedene  S u b s ta n z en , 
A k ad ém iai É rte s ítő  1, 1890, pp . 1 0 8 —110, in  H u n g a r ia n ;  M ath . u. N a tu rw . B er. a u s  U n g a rn , 
8, 1890, pp . 6 5 - 6 8 .]
8  ANNALES — Sectio  G eologica
picture tha t the direction of the a ttrac tive  force (7 defic its  northw ards from the 
direction of the force of grav ity  ¡7 by the angie s on the northern hemisphere. Its  
value depending on the geographical latitude <p is calculated, as follows:
The to tal force a t point 7' is in the 
v e rtica l:
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but in the tangen t plane the components of 





I For the sake of be tter orientation we 
calculated and assembled in the annexed 
table the  values <7, (7, C and e, according to 
the 77c.s'.sc/ ellipsoid and //c/wcrT .s formula.
for everv 5° of geographical latitude in a quadrant of the Earth . The values 
used here are. as follows: for the m ajor semi-axis of the ellipsoid of the Earth
f  ,or the tumor semt-axts
Further is
The centrifugal force was calculated from the lortnula:
w here
If w e admit in the course of this research th a t the a ttrac tion  of bodies w ith 
equal mass but of different nature could be different, so are the quantities (7 
and /, consequently also <7 and e to  be considered as depending on th a t  nature. 
Then we cannot speak shortly about gravity , or a level plane through a point, 
but distinction must be made between different gravities and different level 
planes according to the sorts of heavy bodies.
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Accordingly, even in an approxim ative representation of the gravity  con­
ditions, in place of an only Æessei ellipsoid and an only //c /w erfs  formula, it 
would be necessary to  pu t a lot of such ellipsoids and formulas adequate to  the  
different bodies.]
I t  seems to  be most practicable to fix the grav ity  conditions of a normal 
substance and to  characterise those of other ones by the departures from those. 
As a normal substance could serve, e. g. the water.
Foi- our contem plations the difference in the directions of grav ity  of diffe­
rent bodies according to  this idea is of first importance. P u tting  for a body
ami for an other one
we can calculate the angle between the directions of their gravities:
because the directions of the forces of a ttrac tion  (7 and & are the same. i. e. 
conforming to our figure
Considering the smallness of these angles, we obtain
8 *
y G C - 1  ...2 G G bin e =  C bin <p
0° 97S.0000 3,3912 O' 0* 981,3912 0,0000
5 978,0394 3,3784 1- 2- 981,4049 0,2944
10 978,1566 3,3400 2* 2* 981,4461 0,5800
15 978,3479 3,2764 2 '3 8 ' 981,5130 0,8480
20 978,60*5 3,1871 3'49- 981,6038 1,0903
25 978,9273 3,0733 4 '33- 981.7136 1,2997
30 979,2983 2,9393 3 ' 9" 981,8449 1,4697
35 979,7085 2,7848 5'35* 981,9878 1,5951
40 980,1457 2,6014 3'51* 982.1399 1,6721
45 980,5966 2,4019 5'57" 982,2969 1,6984
50 981,0473 2,1841 3'31 * 982.4528 1,6731
55 981,4847 1,9495 3'33* 982,6042 1,5969
00 981,8949 1,6999 3 ' 9- 982.7439 1,4721
65 982,2657 1.4371 4'33- 982,8740 1,3025
70 982,5837 1,1633 3'49" 982,9842 1,0931
75 982,8433 0,8803 2'3S- 983,0736 0,8503
SO 983,0366 0,3908 2* 2" 983,1394 0,5818
S3 983,1337 0,2966 1' 2- 983,1793 0,2954
90 983,1932 0,0000 O' o- 983,1932 0,0000
( 4 )
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In view of equation (1), we have
I f  (7 is related now to the normal substance (water), and we write
it follows:
Thus, the quan tity  x takes on the signification of a specific constant of a ttra c ­
tion, for
consequently
Newton's pendulum experim ents indicated just, th a t  x is less than  1/1000, 
those of th a t  x is less th an  1/60 0000, those of Eo/w's, th a t x <
< 1/20 000 000 .
To enlighten our next considerations we introduce in addition the angle of 
deflection ?/, w hat the  direction of grav ity  of any substance makes with th a t 
of the normal substance (water) tow ards the poles, i. c.. to  the North on thc 
Northern hemisphere. Being
we can wnte
Let us consider, in w hich wav would be manifested a difference tike this 
in the direction of the grav ity  of different bodies. First of ail the demand 
arises th a t plumb lines determ ined by different stuffs and fluids would givc 
different directions of the vertical, when they  were in standstill. In general, 
the plumb line would also not be norm al to  the resting fluid level.
The differences of directions are a t the 45° latitude:
tor x = l / l  000 0,357 sec of arc
x = l/6 0  000 0,003 95 sec of arc
x =  1/20 000 000 0.000 018 sec of are.
[No direct observations of such differences in the directions were carried 
out so far with the intention to  solve the problem we are interested in, bu t 
we have to  remember the experim ents of Cayob which aroused great interest
(-3)
( 6 )
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in his days. Gb/yuf observed in 1836 in the Paris Pantheon the m irror images 
of m arks refiected by a resting mercury surface, the marks coming along 
a 57 m iong pendulum and he found th a t its end deviates from the norma! 
of the f!uid surface by 4,5 mm to  the  South .'. The legality, to  conclude from 
th a t to  a deviation of the direction of the grav ity  was strongly disputed. 
The au tho r had the opportunity  to  be convinced by suspending pendulum s of 
different m aterials in a tower of ¿2 m height, using diverse wires for the sus­
pension, th a t  the ends showed really some deviations, which originated but 
in the pressure of the irregularly heated and moving air.
t'iy. --
A lu rther consequence ot the direction ol 
grav ity  depending on the m aterial nature would 
be an inconformity of the gravitational level 
planes of different substances.
is a meridional quadran t of the  cqui 
potential surface belonging to  the normal substance 
(water, s. fig. 2.), A 'P W  the same for an other 
substance having the coefficient of a ttraction  x. 
The distance between both equipotentia! surfaces 
passing through the point of the equator is easily 
calculable. Do we move a un it mass of the second 
substance from A along the equipotential surface of 
the normal substance to  D —then from to D', and
again along the second equipotentia) surface hack to .4, so is the whoie 
performed work along th is way equal to  xero. Hence it is
where da is an element of arc of the meridional quadrant, - the positive distance 
to the  equipotential Surface A U W  downward.
Using the relations (6) and (2), we have
To avoid tiresome calculations, with sufficient approxim ations we put here 
<y for <y', and
denoting the mean of the H arth's semi-diameter by r. We have thus:
* G u y o t :  La p en d u le  n 'e s t  pas p e rp en d icu la ire  à  ta su rface  des liqu ides tra n q u il te s . 
C. R. X X X II ,  F o r ts c h r i tte  d e r  P h y sik . VI.
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and for qp =  9()°, i. c. a t  a pote of the Harth:
Taking the  values
we obtain for the greatest distance between the equipotcntiai surface of any 
substance and th a t of the w ater a t the noies
accordingly
To positive values of x corresponds a t tin- poles an elevation, to negative 
values a depression of the equipotential surface.
We could think on a separation of terrestrial substances so th a t those 
with positive x should be piled up a t  the poles, on the o ther hand those with 
negative x in the equatorial regions, hut the eventual forces acting this way 
are certainly too small, and the resistances acting against them are too large 
to  permit of separations of this k i n d '
' We recognize by  th ese  n e v e r  p u b lish ed  reflec tio n s o f  E ö t v ö s  th e  ideas d isclosed  in 
th e  fo o tn o te  o f  V U i (7K), p. 272. B u t th e  p h en om enon  in  q u estio n  is considered  a iso  here  ra th e r  
^ o m  a  p ra c tie a i e x p erim en ta l s ta n d p o in t , th a n  a s  a  m a t te r  o f  p rincip le. [*The q u o ta tio n  refers 
to  th e  tre a tis e  o f  E ö t v ö s :  B e rich t ü b e r  G eodätische  A rb e iten  in U n g a rn , b esonders über 
B eo b ach tu n g en  m it d e r  D rehw aage , V erband!, d . X V I. a lig . K onferenzc de r In te rn a t. E rdm es- 
su n g  in  L o ndon  —C am bridge, 1909. I .  3 1 9 -3 3 0 .
T he tre a tis e  ends w ith  th e  p h ra se : „ W o u td  e v e r th e  p h y sic is t d e te c t b y  fu r th e r  re finem en t 
o f  h is expérim en ta) m e th o d s  even  m in o r spoors o f  se iec tiv e  a t t ra c t io n  o f  th e  E a r th ,  th e  a c t iv ­
i ty  o f  th e  geodesis t, sh o u ld  b e  confined  ju s t  a s  before  to  m easu re  o u t  th e  d im ensions o f on ly  
one geoid, v a lid  fo r ev ery  s o r t  o f su b s tan ces ."
T he te x t  o f  th e  q u o ted  fo o tn o te  is :
F rom  th ese  re flections o f  E  ö t  v  ö s, especia lly  from  th e  ab o v e  la s t  ph rase  im m edia tely  
follow s th a t  a  b o d y  flo a tin g  on  th e  re s tin g  su rface  o f  a  flu id , e. g ., o n  th e  su rface  o f  w a ter, should  
m ove b y  its e lf  to  th e  N o rth , o r  to  th e  S o u th , resp ec tiv e ly , i f  i ts  g ra v ita tio n a l c o n s ta n t w ere 
g re a te r  o r  less th a n  th a t  o f  th e  w a ter, o r g en era lly : th e  ro ta t io n  o f  a  flu id  o r gaseous celestial 
body  w ould  o p e ra te  th e  seg regation  o f  i ts  c o n s titu tin g  su b s ta n c es  h av in g  d iffe ren t g ra v ita tio n a l 
c o n stan ts . T h e  e d ito r  w as a p p a re n tly  th e  f i r s t  to  p o in t to  th ese  sim ple  inferences, m a n y  y ears  ago. 
I t  w as show n  in a  sh o rt p re lim in a ry  n o tice  (M. R ó z s a  a n d  P. S e  1 é n y  i, U b e r  eine experi 
m én té llé  M ethode zu r P rü fu n g  d e r P ro p o r tio n a h tä i d e r trä g e n  u n d  g ra v itie re n d en  M asse, ZS. f. 
P h y s , 71, K l4, 1931). th a t  o b se rv a tio n s  a im ing  a t  th a t  a n d  ex ecu ted  w ith  th e  m o st p rim itiv e  
tech n iq u e  g ive  fo r x  a  re la tiv e ly  sm all v a lu e  (x*= 1/100 000). I n  tw o  fu r th e r  n o tices  (P. S., 
In e r t  an d  H e av y  M ass, T erm . tu d .  K özlöny , S u p p lem en t, Á p r .—J ó n . 1940 (in H ungarian) 
and  /h  S'. In e rtia  a n d  G ra v ity  o f  M atte r, 1 Tongarica A cta  P h y sica , vol. 1. no. 3, 1949) th is  su b jec t 
was considered  from  th e  side o f  p rincip le  a n d  d a red  th e  a sse rtio n , t h a t  possib ly  th e  non-occur 
rence o f  th e  m en tio n ed  phenom ena m ig h t be  reg ard ed  a s  th e  m o st im m ed ia te  a n d  c lea re s t e v i­
dence for th e  p ro p o rtio n a lity  o f  in e rtia  a n d  g ra v ity , w h a t m akes a t  th e  sam e  tim e  p la in ly  re ­
p re sen t th e  im p o rtan ce  an ti fa r-reach in g  o f th is  law  o f  N e w t o n  in  th e  c o n s titu tio n  o f th e  
un iverse . ]
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I t  is quite surprising th a t  so tiny  differences in the directions are suffi­
cient to  provoke mechanical impulses, which can he perceived and even 
m easured with the  torsion balance.
is  the swinging body oi the  torsion balance consisting ot 
masses of different m aterials wq, wig, wq etc., so according to 
our considerations the  axis of ro ta tion  represented by the  m eas­
uring fibre should be deflected from the direction of the gravity  
o f w ater to  the N orth by an angle, th a t  is easily calculable. 
Taken, namely, the conditions of equilibrium for such a body 
swinging about a horizontal axis 0, and oriented in W est-East 
(fig. 3.) we have for the torque of grav ity  of a homogeneous 
p a rt of mass wq the  quan tity :
and  for the condition of equilibrium :
where means the radius of ro tation of the centre of grav ity  for the mass 
y,< the angle between and the  direction of grav ity  of the  w ater; is the 
g rav ity  of the  unit mass ;??„: and the  deflection of its direction from the 
g rav ity  of water.
Placing approxim ately:
we have then
and denoting the mass of the w hole swinging body by df, and the  radius of 
rotation of its centre of gravitv  by 1?, we obtain
w hence it is easy to  see, th a t 15 remains always a small angle, not surpassing 
the order of x and i)„.
In the plane of rotation is acting hence on every part of mass a com­
ponent of g rav itv  directed to the pole, which can be expressed bv
We w ant now to  refer our further calculations to  a rectangular coordinate- 
system, w here the 2-axis coincides with the axis of ro tation  (i. e., with the 
measuring fibre), directed downwards, w hile the  r-axis should be directed to  
the North, and the y-axis to the East.
The torque of gravity  originating in the before considered differences in 
directions is then
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bu t as on account of equitibrium about the  2-axis we have
the torque will be iim ited to the first member
On the torsion baiances used here were placed the different masses at 
the end of a stra igh t beam. One end of the beam should be denoted by a, the 
other one by ¿), and we write then and for the masses which lie
along the beam between the axis of ro ta tion  up to  its end n. For the other 
side of the beam similar notations are due. Introducing the notation ct for the 
axininth of the beam, denoting by it the angle what the beam oriented from & 
to a makes clockwise w ith the a-axis pointing to  the North, we obtain the 
former toroue in the form :
and using equation (6), but neglecting the term s which are multiplied by x'- 
we become for the toroue
ih e  value oi this eventual torque be illustrated by an example.
On both ends of a 4P cm long homogeneous beam should be suspended 
two masses of different stuff. 25 g each. At 45° latitude, where is
in the case tha t the end u of the beam points to  the North, we have for thc 
toroue
but when the end u points to  the W est:
hence
Would be x,, — we had
and this torque would cause a torsion to  a fibre, having a constant of torsion 
of 0,5 and the required weight-carrying capacity. Then the torsion, read at 
a distance of 1500 scale divisions, expressed in scale divisions, would be
(?)
Vet, the m attei is not so plain. ! tie torsion oi the  m easuring wire wii! 
not tie effected by the just calculated torque D alone, b u t by the torque orig­
inated in the spatial changes of the force of gravity . In closed rooms of ob ­
servation, namely in celtarlike spaces, it can be even quite considerable.'
A hanging system as shown in fig. 4 is con­
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sisting in a Horizontal tune which is toaded at 
its end ¿1 by a weight Ji,, inserted to  it, and by a 
suspended weight a t its end a, so, the centre 
of g rav ity  of being by A deeper than  th a t of 
the weight a t A. For th is system  Folw s writes 
the torque effected by the increm ent of gravity , 
as follow s:
¿7 means here the potential of gravity, K 
the moment of inertia of the suspended system. 
As the  to ta l torque of the forces of gravity  a c t­
ing a t it is
the angle of torsion A according to the torsion of the fibre is in the position 
of equilibrium :
wnere r is tne constant oi torsion.
1 his equation was set up by taking into consideration th a t those small 
differences caused by the different a ttractions of different stuffs, which would 
only slightly a lter the second derivatives of the potential, were negligible as 
compared with the last term  of the equation. A ttention must be paid to the
is nere no more to  tie taken tor zero, nevertheless its order ot m agnitude re­
mains equal to  th a t of the quantity
S. th e  trea tise  V i (76) in  th is  volum c. (*R. E ö t  v ö s  B estim m u n g  d e r G ra d ien ten  d e r  
S ch w erk ra ft um ) ih re r  K iv cauftachen  m it H itfe d e r  D rehw aage, V erband), d. XV. AHg. K o n ­
ferenz d e r in te rn e t . H rdm essung in B u d ap est. )90fi. vo). ). pp  3t)äl
(H)
because fór the equilibrium about a horizontal axis the rclation
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m ust be valid and the ratio is differing from the unit only by a fraction 
A which is of the same order as x.
For the swinging system of the  torsion balance of the described type we 
may write in the case th a t its both ends are of equal length and homogeneous, 
having everywhere the same thickness, we have
thus, neglecting the term s multiplied by Ax, we obtain
(81
Equations (8) and (8 ) will indicate later, how to determ ine by the aid 
of observations the quantities x„ —x„, after elim inating all o ther unknowns, 
and thus, the problem can be solved, whether their value regains the limit 
of measurability.
However, experim ents like these do us furnish only with an information 
on the attraction  of one single body, i.e. the Earth. I t  is, certainly, of inter 
est to  investigate, whether the  a ttrac tion  of the sun and moon, which is re 
ally manifested in the tidal phenomena and in the variation of the plumb 
line, could contribute to  the  elucidation of our question ? We w ant here to  give 
answer in a short approxim ate discussion to  this complicated phenomenon.
The so called tidal force can be composed of two components.
One of these components is the a ttrac tion  exerted by the sun or moon 
on a particle of mass of the E arth ; its value referred to  the unit mass will be 
bv assumption of a barvcentric a ttrac ting  body
where d/ means the mass of the sun or moon, n the distance Írom its centib­
ől' a ttraction . We want to  regard here this force, which has different length 
and different direction tow ard the different parts of mass of the E arth , as de­
pending on the m aterial nature, consequently, on x.
The second component of force acting here according to  the inertia is 
the centrifugal force of the revolving m ition described by the Earth round 
the center of inertia of Sun and Earth , respectively of Moon and Earth. For 
every part of the  Earth free from rotation, this force is equal by size and d i­
rection; we want to  denote it by C, referred to  the unit mass.
Since the a ttrac tion  exerted on the whole Earth and the centrifugal force 
of the E arth 's  whole mass has the same size, we write
where D means the distance of the  inertia-center of the  E arth  from the com 
mon inertia-center of Sun and Earth, or Moon and E arth , respectively. By 
is denoted here a mean value of the eventually different /  values for the diffe­
ren t substances of the Earth.
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According to these considerations, and taking on a spheric form for the  
E arth , we obtain the components of the force as referred to  a terrestrial co­
ordinate-system : a vertical force directed upwards (fig. 5)
and  a horizontal force
In these equations  ̂ is the zenith d istan ce  of the Sun, or Moon, n the 
mean radius of the Earth. 7/ is directed to  th a t point of the horizon w here the
vertical plane of Sun, or Moon in tersects 'the horizon, for which ( ( = + — .
2
A replacement of the approxim ate calculation brought up here by a more 
complete one would exceed the limits of this treatise.
Putting
we obtain
I f  x =  0, these expressions give us the  usual components of the tidal 




But if x be different of zero, an other term  with a diurnal period accord­
ing to  the first term s would come in beside of the semi-diurna) tidal phono 
mena expressed bv the seconds term s of these equations.
For  ̂=  0
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and for =
[The ratio  of the first term  to the second one is now x: 2a/D , so, if we take 
for the E arth  and Sun a /D =  1/23600, and for the Earth and Moon a /D =  1/60.27 
it would follow, th a t x should have a value of 1/11800 to double the solar tide 
a t  the first time, then to  annihilate it a fter half a day, and it ought not to  be 
less then 1/30 to  effect the same action against the semi-diurnal lunar tide.
Taking on th a t the force —Z would be determ inable from the tidal phono 
mena up to  1/100 of its size, so the  observation of the solar tides would still 
lead to  the recognition of such values of x, which are not greater then 1.10*s, 
i.e., one million of the unit. B u t such an accurate observation of the 24 hourly 
tidal wave originating in the a ttrac tion  of the Sun is hardly conceivable, for 
it would be difficult to  isolate it from the radiation effects of the Sun, which 
repeat themselves in same periods.]
It is easier to make use of the equations (9) and (10) for observations with 
the torsion balance. Orienting namely, a torsion balance of the above describ­
ed type so th a t  the azim uth of the beam be zero, i.e., the  axis of the beam 
be in the meridian and its end o point to the North, then two external torques 
are acting on it. One is due to  the grav ity  of the E arth  and results in a  to r 
sion of the fibre, independently of the time, the second torsion is accord 
ing to the force / /  given by equation ( 1ft) and depending on the time.
If  4̂ means the azim nth of Sun or Moon, the component of 7/ normally 
to  the beam-axis is — /7.s?/;,4. and we obtain for the torsion of the measuring 
fibre
The last term  on the right side of this equation can be neglected because 
ot the smallness of the factor a/D , likewise the term  preceding it, because
(H )
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is of the same order as
so th a t  it is adniissibie to use the approxim ate formuia
We can get some inform ation on the size and m easurability of th a t  to r ­
sion by means of an exampic. We are using ttie above described instrum ent 
for which we take
with the dates
We take further
for the S u n :
for the M oon:
We obtain then a torsion according to  the  a ttrac tion  of the Sun
and  to  the Moon
We want to  deai mainiy with the first one, since the second one has littte  
significance because of its many times less value.
If  (x„ — be different from zero and positive, i.e., the mass unit of 
the  mass suspended on the  North-end of the beam be stronger a ttrac ted  
by the  Sun than  the mass unit of the torsion-beam  should show a dailv 
oscillation so th a t its end a  should be deflected from the  middle position to 
the  East a t  sunrise, and to  the West a t sunset.
Since a t sunrise and sunset sin^ =  1, the value of this deflection is
and in the case, when
as it tu rns out to be approxim ately so a t  equinox, the  elongation is
or in scale divisions a t a distance of 1500 scale units
( 12 )
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For x„ —x<, =  ].!<)*" we should have therefore an elongation
For the observational m ethod based on these reasonings the required sen­
sitiv ity  is therefore only the th ird  part of th a t given by Eő/pős, as long as the 
same instrum ent will be used. Notwithstanding, this new m ethod is promis­
ing some advantages as leaning on observations made by a stable instrum ent 
and in this way a greater sensitivity is utilizable. Eötvös' g rav ity  compensa­
tor* perm its of increasing up to  an arb itrary  limit the sensitivity of such 
stable torsion balances, when perturbing influences are eliminated.
Both methods are complementing each other so th a t the first one fur­
nishes the required information on the a ttraction  of the Fartli, the second 
on th a t of the Sun.
-3. i*a/'/ZcM/d/'.s n/? /Ac e.wM.//'///z o/ /Ac nA.sc/Pu//o/AS orro/v/Zcg /o /Ac wc/Aw/ yZt'e/z
Ay 7y<?/?'ö.s.
There were applied two instrum ents of the same kind as those used by 
RA/w-sfor his investigations about the local variations of gravity , and described 
by him in the first volume of ,,Abhand!ungen dér XV. Allgemeincn Kon 
feren/, der Krdmessung, 190b." These are torsion balances of great sensitivity, 
ro tatory  about a vertical axis, very suitable thus to the investigations treated 
here.
[Fig. (i. depicts one of the instrum ents, the ..si/zy/c <y/ut'//y z/arto/ne/er". 
so called by Eötvös. I ts  photo is shown on page 100-.]
The housing is made of about 3 nun thick brass plates and pipes, w hich 
enclose the suspended system twofold, and even threefold a t  the hanging low 
part. This housing can be ro tated  about an adjustable vertical axis, and is 
resting on a solid base where a graduated circle is serving for indication of 
the angle of rotation. The graduation is by th ird  degrees so th a t by the aid 
of a vernier one minute can be read.
The suspended system consists of a thin-shelled brass tube of about 40 
cm length and 0,5 cm diam eter; to its end A is inserted a platinum  cylinder o f  
about 30 g weight, w hile on the other end u were suspended by a thin cupper- 
- bronze fibre the various bodies for examination. The weight of these bodies 
must be always so adjusted as to  bring the o ther end loaded by a constant 
weight steadily in the same horizontal position. The suspension was done 
so th a t the inertia-center of the body came about 21 cm beneath the beam- 
axis. This length A had to  be known more accurately especially for some parts 
of the experiments, to  this end we used beside of the cathetom eter a suitably 
shaped balance. By the aid of th is we could determine the position of thegrav  
ity-center in the examined body, not always consisting of one single stuff; 
this position was determined by  observing the change in the sensitivity of
' M. IV . (53), p. (S3. )*The q u o ted  tre a tis e  is: U n te rsu ch u n g e n  iiber G ra v ita tio n  u n d  Krd* 
m agnetism us, M ath , és T e rm .-tu d . É r t ,  14, )SitU, 2 2 1 - 2 6 6  (in H u n g .); M ath. u. N a tu rw . B er 
a u s  U n g arn , 13, 1396, 1 9 3 -2 4 3 :  Ann d . P h y s . u. C hem . N eue Folge, 39, 1396, 3 3 4 - 4 0 0 .]
- [*The q u o ta tio n  refers to  th e  ab o v e  m entioned  tre a tis e .]
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the balance occuring when the body was fixed to  the beam of the batance. 
The atta ined  accuracy for A was of about 0,1 mm, w hat was higher than needed.*
In order to  read the position of the beam of the  torsion balance, a m irror 
was fixed to  it and a scale w ith half mm division a t  a distance of cca 62 cm 
from the axis of rotation. The readings were taken with a refracting telescope, 
with a view to  set up and observe the instrum ent in a possibly small room.
We are using platinum -iridium  fibres of 6,04 mm diam eter and cca 
60 cm length serving for the suspension of the swinging-system weighing 
cca 80 g and for measuring a t the same time. The fibres loaded by 80 g weight 
were a t firs t slowly heated over 100 C°, and then cooled down; after several 
repetitions of this procedure they atta ined  in th is way an almost perfect 
constancy of their equilibrium-positions after some months. liven the most 
violent shakings, accompanying the  rotation of the instrum ent when the 
suspension-wires were in excentric positions, do not cause in general notice­
able changes in the positions of equilibrium, but only seldom some small 
deviations.
* ^ D e te rm in a tio n  o f A w as necessary , when th e  g ra v ity -c e n te r  o f  th e  body  in question  was 
n o t sim p ly  calcu lab le  from  th e  form  o f  th e  body . I n  th is  case a  c a tib ra tin g  cy lin d er, th e n  th e  body  
cou id  b e  fix ed  to  th e  b eam  o f  a n  a n a ly tic a l ba lance , n e a r  to  th e  ax is  o f  ro ta tio n , sp ec ia lly  d e ­
signed  fo r t h a t  purpose  b y  E  o t  v  & s. See th e  d e ta iled  desc rip tio n  : J .  R e n n e r ,  E x p erim en ta l 
ex am in a tio n  o f  th e  p ro p o rtio n a lity  o f  g ra v ita tio n a l a tt ra c t io n  a n d  in e r tia , M ath. <<s T erm , 
tu d . É r te s itô  (in H u n g arian ), vol. 33, 1933, pp. 3 3 3 - 3 5 3 .]
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Experim ents with quartx fibres did not give a t ad the same favourahie 
resutts.
However, the jiosition of etpiiidirium for ioatied metai fibres is depending 
on tem perature. I t  is the consequence of the torsion with vhich tiie fibres 
ieave the eyelet. and so it is different for every piece of the fibre. Tiiis depend­
ence is quite compiicatcd namciy the drift of tiie position of cquiiibrium 
is not depending on the variation of tiie tem perature, but aiso on its course 
in time, Nevertiiciess, with so smaii ami slow variations of tem perature 
which occurred during tiie observations here treated , not exceeding some 
tenth  of a grade in a day, tiiis d rift is satisfactoriiy represented by tiie in­
dividual tem perature coefficient for cacti fibre, flu- the fibre in the simpie 
variom eter used by us tiiis coefficient is =  w here /i is tiie scaie rcadim? 
for the positions of equilibrium, and / is taken in centigrades. For tiie fibres 
in the second instrum ent used here it is stiii iess.
T hat second instrum ent is a yrapiVy wnow efer (s. p. 1(H)*, so
eaiied by /fúVcü.s, for it consists in two paraitciiv suspended torsion baiances 
which tying on a common base can be turned about tiie same axis. Both 
tiiese single balances arc of the type of the singic gravity  variom eter: their 
beams are almost parade!, but so oriented as their suspended weights „1/, 
lie on tiie opposite ends. Tims, w hen the suspended weight of one beam points 
to North, th a t of tiie o ther baiance points to  South
In tiie beginning we foiiowed Fó/cü.s' instructions, but in the course of 
tiie observations we succeeded in a simple wav to make tiie instrum ents more 
efficient. As according to our m ethod of observation tiie position of equi- 
iibrium of tiie beam itseif is read in tiie moment when it came just to rest, 
in this way the determ ination of a  new position of cquiiibrium acted by a 
rotation requires a certain tim e depending on the resistance acting against tiie 
motion of tiie beam, thus, the tim e-interval between tw o consecutive readings 
couid not be fixed prim arily for less then two, sometimes three hours. But 
simpie calculations, the presentation of which wouid be here out of piacé, 
showed us. th a t tiiis tim e-intervai can be reliabiv reduced to one hour, w hen 
the resistance acting against the motion of the beam can tie increased to the 
lowest iimif required to make tiie motion aperiodic. The wanted increase was 
reached by inserting of brass piates of suitabie size to  the base and lid of 
the innermost housing. The innerm ost clearance was reduced so to  9 mm.
By applying tiiose piates our performance couid be increased bv two 
three-tim es higher than  before.
Observations with so delicate instrum ents had to  be done in shake- 
proof rooms protected a t onee against changes of tem perature, and in con­
sequence, possibly againts one-sided tem perature ratiiations. Ceiiars w ithout 
window wouid best fit to  tiiis condition. U nfortunately we did not dispose 
of such. Time w as pressing, and so we had to be satisfieid w ith a room for the 
observations, w hat lies a t the first floor of the iaboratory being at our disposal 
and has two windows opening to the South. Yet, higher buddings shadowed 
these windows for most part of the day, shutters did blanket them too, so the 
room was always held in dark. To compietc this protection for each of tiie
'  f*Thc q u o ta tio n  re fers to  E ö tv ö s ' tre a tis e  o f  19(10.1
instrum ents a celt was built, with strong double-lined walls between the 
frames, fiUed with sawdust, the linen stitched like counterpanes.
As the  room used for observation lies out of the  way of s tree t traffic, 
we were not anxious about heavier shocks. U nfortunately, the  conditions 
grew worse by a new building in progress, taken  on in the im m ediate proxim ­
ity, during the  observations. Though the results of observations show no 
significant influence of these perturbances, we are aware of them , knowing 
th a t  the  observations disclosed here were not performed under the  most 
favourable conditions and have not the perfection, as we thought to  be able 
to  reach. Well, "A rs longa, v ita  brevis", we m ust content ourselves with 
having proceeded a step forward ]
The considerations of the previous chapter serving for a theoretical 
basis of the experim ents to  lie done suppose th a t  the  suspended parts of the  
torsion balance are not subject to  other influences, b u t to  those of the  inertia 
and gravitational a ttrac tion  of masses lying outside of them  and the elastic 
force of the fibre acting againts the torsion.
Such a complete exclusion of all the effects which had to  be preceeded 
by the  knowledge of all natu ral forces, is beyond m an's grasp, b u t a t least 
those perturbing influences m ust lie possibly avoided which are known to 
us to  a certain extent.
We w ant to  enum erate in order the most im portant influences and in 
dicate also the  way, how we invalidated them .
№%/;<?№/orces, especially the geomagnetic force, m ust manifest themselves, 
if the swinging system contains some rem anent magnetic parts. A frag­
ment with a magnetic moment with only 1/1000 cgs magnetic moment, as 
about a fragm ent of a good steel magnet with 1/50 mg weight, could cause 
perturbing elongations of two scale divisions, a fter a ro tation of the torsion 
balance. By careful selection of the  parts composing the suspended system, 
it is a ttainable th a t it can lie taken for non-magnetic, inspite of its great 
sensitivity; all the same, with our experiments atten tion  had to  be taken  to 
th is defect and prevent it  in another way, w hile the suspended parts were 
repeatedly substitu ted  by other ones. For this reason we com pensated the 
horizontal component of the geomagnetic force so th a t in the  space of the 
instrum ents 77 was reduced to zero by using perm anent m agnets and electro­
magnets.
[The compensating m agnets had to  be placed at a greater distance 
(about 1,4 m) so th a t they  could not exert transla to ry  forces on the  tem po­
rary  induced magnetism of the swinging system, effected mainly by the 
vertical component of the geomagnetic force. W ith extensive knowledge of 
the m agnetic force it was easy to  avoid its perturbance.]
The same can be said about the eiccbo.s'/ab'c ac/foiM o/ older Ao&as, the 
influence of those on our torsion balance can be regarded as fully annulled 
by the threefold metal casing.
On the o ther hand, we have to regard for the /orc<?s Ac/M'ce/i
¿Ac ow/ <??;c(os?n<y /aiMsiny for they  are not consisting of
the same material. If the surfaces of the swinging system and the enclosing 
walls of the casing have different electric charges, electrostatic forces are 
produced, which m ight well be equal to  null in a symm etrical mean position,
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but in the case of a deviation front it they can be sensible. Consequently, 
these forces m ust manifest themselves by th a t they  influence the sensitivity 
of the instrum ent, i. e., the torque rC acting againts the  gravitational forces 
will be changed by them  into z'P. In  order to  prevent the diverse electrical 
charges of the different parts of the surfaces we covered them  with a uni­
form layer of soot. We also devised a m ethod of observation, the results of 
which were not affected by small discrepancies in the quan tity  M.
TMe dfrcc/ e//cc/s o/ frradfa/foa caascd Ay ea/eranl bodies are not suffi­
ciently known to us. B ut the m ultiple m etal cover of the housing serves for 
the reduction to  minimum of this unknown influence. [Also the  dimensions 
of the instrum ents used were accordingly chosen and application of smaller 
a n f lighter swinging system s was avoided, as we had to  consider th a t  the 
force to  be measured, which is proportional to  the mass, should be great with 
respect to eventual forces, which are proportional to  the surface. These forces 
are certainly very small with our instrum ents and concealed in the hazards 
adhering in form of errors to  every series of observation.]
E//<?c/s nr/yMiu/My M Me d?y/crc??ces o/ /cmpcra/arc Me c/Mcrsc
par/.s a/ Me AoH.sMy a ad /Ac sw/ay/ay sys/em. The external variations in the 
tem perature, in consequence of which heat will be transported  to  the instru ­
ments or taken away from them  through radiation and conduction, produce 
discrepancies in the tem perature of the parts of the balance and the enclosed 
air. The multiple metal cover of the housing serves for reducing this dis­
crepancy to  as small as possible; the soot cover of all inner parts mentioned 
above has the same purpose. [Supposed th a t  a d istribution can be reached 
by it, which is on both sides sym m etrical to  the vertical plane passing through 
the mean position of the  beam, only the sensitivity of the instrum ent, i. e. 
the quan tity  r ' is to  be substitu ted  for the constant of torsion, in the same 
way, as it was mentioned concerning the internal electrostatic forces. Traces 
of asym m etrical warming up existing inspite of all protection, maintain still 
to-day their accidental character.]
(M uyes /u /Ac /car/ava/arc o/ //Arcs, if small and of slow course, can be 
calculated by their individual coefficients, or even discarded by a suitably 
chosen m ethod of observation.
<S'AocA# are not absolutely ineffective, tot). Namely the position of equi 
librium of the end of a loaded fibre changes with the load as a result of the 
rem anent torsion of the fibre, consequently, vertical shocks shall cause jumps 
of the  beam. But these jum ps are negligeably small if caused by usual street 
traffic. [Only in case of earthquakes do they reach perceptible values, and 
a t th is tim e they  am ount to  several scale units. In the course of observations 
of several years we noticed so many earthquakes the occurence of which was 
sta ted  later by the seismological reports. Exceptional cases, like those, are 
easily recognizable and have no significance for the to ta lity  of the observ­
ations.]
In the ol der of possible perturbances we have to think on changes, which 
take place owing to var/a//oas *<M mass d/s/rZAw/?'oa /a /Ac raairaalaca/ as acting 
to  the second derivatives of the gravitational potential and specially to  
d^fd/d-rds and d'-ZT/dyds and which may have measurable though not great 
values. Displacements of objects in the building are scarcely to  be considered.
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b u t much more the accum ulation of masses of w ater as it used to  happen 
a fte r cloud-bursts. [1 cm thick layer of w ater surrounding the  building causes 
an  effect on the position of equilibrium of our instrum ent, w hat am ounts 
to  about one hundredth of a scale division. Observations concerning changes 
of th is kind iiad to  be carried out system atically, b u t for th a t  we found no 
tim e yet. Nevertheless, parts  of our observational results were freed also 
from th a t  possible influence.]
The execution and evaluation of our observations considering all those 
circumstances was developing and improving in the course of work. [ Shortness 
of tim e did not allow us to  carry out all, w hat was regarded as the best for 
our scheme, but it would involve a waste of tim e.] The results disclosed here 
were obtained by three different procedures, discrim inated by us as the  firts, 
second, and th ird  procedure.
The first procedure supposes, th a t the quantities, d-C7/d;rd2 and d 'F idyd? 
are constant and also the sensitivity of the instrum ent, i. e., r  rem ains steadilv 
the same.
The second procedure rests like the first one on the constancy of 
and d-yd2 but it adm its the possibility, th a t  r  be different during experim ents 
with different suspended bodies and also it changes steadily  in time.
The th ird  procedure renders us a t  last independent from the  supposi­
tion of the constancy of the quantities d'-f/pH'dr and d'-Ffdydc, as well as 
of T.
AH the three procedures repose on equations (8) and (S'), what we want 
to  unite, and transform , bv pu tting  for t" the value
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where means the scale reading due to the position of equilibrium, a con­
stan t, and /, the scale distance expressed in scale divisions. So we have
AH observations were taken in four positions of the torsion balance, 
w hat w e w ant to denote w ith respect to  the end a of the beam as the  no rth ­
ern, eastern, southern, and western positions by A", F , <S, i f  and also the 
corresponding scale reading by n^, ??s. " w  Setting to  A' is easily done by 
the aid of a compass with knowledge of the magnetic declination; starting  
from th a t position the o ther ones are reached by successive rotations of the 
housing of the balance by 90°. However, in those positions the axis of the 
beam is not pointing precisely to  the four quarters of the  heaven. Be A t the 
aximuth of the balance-axis in the initial A' position counted from North 
to  the Hast, we obtain the follow ing values for the four axim uths according 
to  the four positions:
( 13)
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position
Considering, th a t tr/ amt also the quantities
are small, we compute for the four positions from equation (13) the ap ­
proxim ate values:
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Wc shut) put in the following notations:
and use the following equations as Ao.w c<yMcd?'o/?.s.'
(14)
(15)
For the gravity  variom eters applied here the values occurring in these 
equations are collected in the following table, where df* and A* denote mean 
values, which were substitu ted  by more accurate ones for the single obser­
vations.
? — L ^  A* <7 sine
T
Single Gravity
variom eter 0.5035 41 890 1232 20 25,4 21,2 1,0858
Double G ravity  vario­
meter
Balance no. 1. 0,5073 43 081 1258 20 25,4 21,2 1,0858
Balance no. 2. 0,5110 43 849 1258 20 25,8 21,2 1,0858
4. /Ae?'r CMtfMa/Am occor<%3H<y /o /Ac
Only one swinging system of the torsion balance was used, i. c., th a t 
of the single variometer, or only one of the double variom eter. End A remained 
steadily loaded by the same piece of platinum  inserted to  the tube.
End u was loaded so as before by the investigated body (e. g., by p la ti­
num), and the North-position of the instrum ent (with the end a to the North) 
as approxim ately defined on the graduated circle by the aid of compass. 
The admissible departure, i. c., the value of dr/ may here reach some de-nees.
Now, the instrum ent was in regular time intervals repeatedly set in 
two positions being d istan t from the approxim ately defined North-position 
by 90°, and 270°, respectively, i. e., in East- and W est-position.
By reading the positions of equilibrium, we obtained then
y =  KE-Mu,
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so th a t th is distance in each position was determ ined from the mean of the 
im m ediately preceding and subsequent opposite positions. Moreover the 
% values of the single variom eter were reduced by a tem perature correction 
of 0,4.
Tim quan tity  w will then  be likewise determ ined for the same body 
(e. g., platinum ), for which purpose even a few observations are sufficient, 
because a t  this procedure only the  knowledge of an approxim ate value of 
this quan tity  is needed.
H aving carried out these observations with a body a t the place of it on 
the same end a, we suspended an other one (e. g., magnalium), of about the 
same weight and determ ined for it v' and /a'. As the exchange of the body 
can only be done with arrested  instrum ent, a small displacem ent of the  first 
North-position is inevitable, we pu t therefore A x 'fo r Ax. However, the quan­
tity  /lex' —Ax, which is measured in scale divisions, hardly reaches the value 
1/1000.
Taken on th a t during th is whole series of observation lasting for some 
weeks, the value of r  and the second derivatives of the gravitational potential 
rem ained constant, we obtain for the calculation of x„ - i. e., the difference 
of the  coefficients of a ttrac tion  of both bodies (e. g., platinum  and m agna­
lium) according to equation (15)
where we neglected those term s which were m ultipled by vanishingly small 
quantities like
This expression is stui capabte oi a further sunphtication m th a t we 
disregard the  small quantities of second order; so we have
conseouentlv
a) COMCr/'MAx/ %/h? ( ' ? / /UX' p̂/aO'num potioim ed
with the first procedure using the single gravity  variometer.
(16)
(17)
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Zb'r.s/ .scr/CN o/ o&scwd?'ow
Oti the eni) it of the beam there was suspended by a 0,9 mm cupper- 
bronze wire a magnalium cvtindcr of 11.92 cm length and 1,0] cm diam eter 
We had
From the observed I !4 ^-values we received the mean vaiuc
and from the observed 64 m-values the mean vatue
.S e c o n d  .scr?'c,s' o /  o Z ^ c rw i/Z o i;
On the end a of the  balance a platinum  cylinder of 6,01 cm length and 
0,30 cm diam eter was susnended. We had
From the observed 48 nt' and 36 t /  values we obtained the mean values:
For /Ac ca/cttVaMoM o/ x,„^„ - a/ /cr /,/te /orm tda (17) we took for Æ . 
its mean value from the two series of observation, namely 25,416 g. W ith 
the values given previously for the instrum ent we obtained
As the readings in the North-positions were
we have
and with the mean value of m =  7,84,
Further, as we have
the term  m ultiplied by this is to  be neglected.
We obtain thus with the values found for ?M, w ' and a, F
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or wdh the mean error o i th t s r e s u t t :
But th is result indicating a value for the wanted difference surpassing 
the mean value should not mislead us. We m entioned already th a t with 
this first experim ental disposition the constancy of r  was supposed; il we 
show together not only the values r, o' but also w?', it is clearly seen that 
with the experim ents with tnagnalium the value of r was greater than with 
fh eo la tin u m . nainelv
Pursuing the second procedure ol observation, th a t will be described 
shortly, we shat! be free from such effect of the dissim ilarity and variability 
of r, and we may apply the equations set up for the second procedure to 
evaluate the first experiments, inasmuch as we suppose th a t r  was constant 
during the experim ents with magnalium, as well as with platinum , but r 
and T had different values. [Reasons capable to cause such dissimilarities 
were already treated  above.] Calculating the results of the preceding experi 
ments bv equation (20), wich will follow later, we obtain
b) OAscroa/iows /or /Ac d?'//crcHce.' periormed a lte r tin-
first procedure, using beam 1 of the double gravity  variometer.
Firs/ aeries o/ oAaeroo/ioo
On the end a of the beam was suspended a cylindric piece of snake- 
.mm <m cm tfourtti nnr) 1 o) cm diam eter There was
From the observed 45 w values and 53 o vaiues we obtameft tin- means
-S'eco/ni aerm a o / ooaeroo/io/^
On the end <3 of the b e a m  was suspended a platinutn cylinder of ii.tm cm 
length and 0,50 cm diam eter. We had
We obtained from the observed !4 and 34 o' values the means
For /Ac eoeio/ioo o/ (17) we take tor -U„
its mean value 25,100 g; we have then with the values given already for 
beam 1:
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in  the  North-position we had
consequently
and with the mean value M t=+6,65
we had further
then we got
or with the computed meajp error
Hut using equation (:/()) tor the evaluation in the same wav, as with the 
magnalium and platinum , we obtain
5. a ad cpu/im/fop a/ler /Ac aecowd proccdao
Only one swinging system was used, like with the first procedure. The 
com parative body was suspended on end a. The instrum ent was set always 
in equal tim e intervals, in order in the /V-. F-, <S'-, lb -positinn ; this operation 
was sufficiently repeated.
We assume now, th a t r  and together with it ?n and p are varying with 
the tim e, b u t a t least during the length of tim e necessary to  six settings those 
variations can be taken as proportional to  time. We obtain thus the values 
'M according to  the moment of readings, taken  in the meridional position 
as the differences of these readings and the mean values of the reading taken 
in the preceding and the next following opposite meridional positions. The 
m omentary values were similarly taken from the values read in the  posi­
tions in the prime vertical. Whereas we compute the m om entary values of 
r  for the  moment of a meridional reading as the mean of the preceding and 
next following reading of this quantity . And so viceverse.
We calculate now the ratio p/w, for which we obtain from (14) and (15) 
by neglecting small quantities of second order:
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After th a t the body a t a  will be replaced by an other one, and a new 
series of observations renders us the value for v'/aF.
For the com putation of the serves the  approxim ate formula
whence
where at) quantities are neglected which contribute to  the  stric t value of 
by less then 1/1000.
a) 0&serpa%?'o7?3concerM?'H<yfA(? d?'//tve7;ce carried out with
beam 1 of the double grav ity  variom eter, following the second procedure.
/0 'r<s7 s e r f e s  o /
On end a of the beam was suspended a copper cylinder of 6,40 cm length 
and 0,77 cm diam eter. We had
From the 02 observed values we received the means
occoaa .se/vea о/ оолегаяаоаз
On end a  of the beam was suspended a platinum  cylinder of 6.00 cm 
length and 0,50 cm diam eter.
f rom tnc ooserveü 04 values we ootam ett m e means:
IFАса cwnp?d?a<7 x .̂„ — Ир, и/lcr сг/ма/?'ом (20), we had to  take exactly the 
mean values of the individually com puted a/at and a'/aF values for the mo­
ments of readings. The laborious circum stantiality  of com putation of this 
nature moved us, however, instead of those to  compute the mean values
( 1 8 )
(19)
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of v and w, as well as p' and ?w', and to  form the  ratios p/w; and p'/wi' from 
these. I t  is easy to  prove th a t this mode of com putation is permissible here 
w ithin the limits of the accuracy found. By so calculating we obtained from 
the  results of the  two series of observations
we tiad further in the X-position the means
accordingly
whence
Using the mean value =  25,439 we obtain
and by this
b) <%3e;pn%?'(7W3 cowccrw/wy aw epew/wu/ cAawyc o/ x ww'/A /Ac rcac/?'ow o/ 
.s'?'/pe/'-.sM//a/e awe/ /errowc sw//a/c.
The great interest connected since the researches of /V. to  the
reaction
who using an analytical balance proved recognizable changes in the weight, 
what made us investigate, whether th a t reaction had a result in the change 
o f the coefficient x.
According to  ¿a?a/o//'a dates we weighed first 
1,56 g silver sulfate +  4,25 g water =  5,31 g,
then 4,05 g crystalline ferrous sulfate +  1.62 g water +  0,14 g dilute 
sulfuric acid =  5,81 g
and closed these two m ixtures separately in two th in  walled glass tubes. 
Then we have p u t these two m ixtures commonly in a glass tube and then 
laid it aside, while after a week the perfect term ination of the reaction was 
to  be expected. In a series of observations the reacting m ixtures being sepa­
rate till now were introduced in a cylindric brass tube and suspended on 
the beam of the torsion balance. With a preceding series of observations 
the tube containing the products of reactions were examined in the same 
way.
'  Z eitschr. f. physik . Chem, 12, 1893, p. 1.
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A ir s '/  .SC/'/c.S o /  oA .S C rW /tO lM
[loth glass tubes containing the tw o reacting m ixtures placed one over 
the other were fixed in a cylindric brass tube of 12,91 cm length and 1,16 cm 
diam eter, and suspended on the beam of the single grav ity  variom eter. There 
was
where 11,62 g falls to  the share of the reacting mixture.
From observations of 132 values were derived the mean values
<S'<?co?a/ .scrfc.s' o/ oAserpn/to/i-s
The glass tube containing the product of reaction was p u t into the brass 
tube used before and suspended together with the brass tube, we had
where 11,62 g fails to the share of the products of reactions.
From the observed 132 vaiues we obtained the mean values
/oriwM/a (20) /nr /Ac caiana/a/?aa a/ x —x , we had
iurther
consequently the term  multiplied by if/ — T/ is to  be negiected. With the 
mfan vnhic If =  wc obtain
and SO
x and x nave the meaning ol mean values tor the inhomogeneous masse.'
and which contained the reacting m ixtures and products of reaction 
respectively.
If we wanted to a ttribu te  an eventual, from r.cro different change o)
where x,. relates to the same mass hetore the reaction and x„ a lter it.
d. /%.scrtw/?'on.s and /Ae?'r crn/an/an/ u//cr /Ac /At'rd praccf/arc
[This procedure yieids values, which are independent not only from 
continuous changes of the sensitivity, hut from changes of the iocai variations 
of the gravity  a t once/]
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A double gravity  variom eter wit! be used to  th a t  purpose, but its beams 
should be only approxim ately parallel. The azim uth of the  firs t beam in 
the N-position be Irq, with the first series of experim ents, wit!) the second 
series /Icq,,, the azim uth of the second beam with the first series /1<rq,. and 
with the second series ¿let.,,, th is tim e the differences h q - h q ,  should not 
surpass about two degrees, what is easy to  achieve.
While the A ends of both beams are loaded by the inserted platinum  
pieces, one of the  com parative bodies with x„ was suspended on the a end 
of the  swingling system  no. 1., and the o ther one with x^ suspended on the 
a end of the swinging system no. 2.
The observations will be then in the consecutive .Y-. E-. ,S'-. [('-positions 
so arranged, as with the second procedure.
We obtain, thus, after equation (18)
and
whence by subtraction, then neglecting quantities under 1/1000 we have
where for p, ?/q i ,  their mean values are to be taken.
We exchange now the com parative bodies hung on the two half-instru 
inents so th a t the body with the coefficient x', be hung on beam 1. and tha t 
with x., on beam 2. We tiave now for the second series of observations:
( 2 1 )
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and we obtain by  addition




Ab'r.s/ .s'cr/e.? o/ ca;perfwtew/.s'
On beam 1. of the doubie g rav ity  variom eter was suspended a eylindric 
brass case filled with water, having 14,14 cm length and 1,16 cm diam eter;
where the share of w ater alone was 12,82 g so th a t -A?̂ „  =  0,504 Jtf ,
On beam 2. of the double variom eter was suspended a copper cylinder 
with 6,50 cm length and 0,77 cm diam eter.
From 108 observed values were derived the mean values
accordingly
.scr?'c.s o/ eamcr/tMcwhs'
On beam 2 of the double gravity  variom eter was suspended a copper 
'tinder of 6.40 cm length and 0.77 cm diam eter. There was
On beam 2 was hung a brass case with 14,14 cm and 1,16 cm diam eter, 
titled w ith  w a te r  T h e re  was
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where the share falling alone on the  water was 13,18 g so th a t
From the observed 92 values were derived the mean values
and accordingly
Со?мрм//му x „ -x „  u//er /огмм/я (23) we get from the results of the first 
and second experim ental series
we had fu rther the means
and accordinglv
We tound lor the mean value
and
Supposed tha t this difference is resulted from the difference x , 
alone, so will be. as J i =  0 ,ЗОН
<%wrwi/?b7;.s гонге/-;;? му /Ac /////г/гигс x , , ^ , „ , - x , „ ,
/' d.s/ хг/;сз o/ capcrfwiCM/.s
On beam 1 oi the double variom eter was suspended a cylindric brass 
case of 12,99 cm length and 1.16 cm diam eter filled with crystalline cupric 
sulfate; here was
from w hat the share of the cupric sulfate alone was 16.13 g so th a t 
.„n„<„ =  0,635
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On beatu 2 was hung a second brass cylinder oi 3,01 cni length and 
< ssirti nieces of electrolvtic Conner wire: here was
from what the share talhng on the electrolytic copper atone was ro.o.i g so 
th a t df,.„ =  0,730 df„.
From )) l ohserved values were derived the mean values
and accord itl'dv
.Sccc/c/ c.rpcracc/dn/ w/v'c-s
On bcatn 1 was suspended a brass cylinder with 3,01 length and 1,10 cm 
diam eter, containing nieces of electrolytic copper wire, and there was
from  which the share of the electrolytic copper was 13,40 g so tiiat = 
=  0 . 7 2 6
On bcatn 2 was suspended a 12,00 cm long brass case, with 1.16 cm 
d ia m e te r  filled with crystalline cunric sulfate and there was
where the share ol the cuprtc suttate alone was in.oa g so m at
* ^ f r y s i -  r u p r / f  su l/o lc  ^ f 6 4 0
From the observed 132 values were derived the mean values
and accordingly
/h/ cew ^ u/'/rr /Ac /o/wadu (23) we obtain
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and we had further
accordingly
For the mean value we obtain
and so
Supposed th a t this difference derives from the difference sui/a«;"*
- H e  alone, being ,„p„c,u//.ie =  0,638 d i.,
we have
coMcer/MHy ./eup<-/esu//e/e"^cu
Farsi sera'cs o/ CA'pcrb<K?rds
On the beam 1 of the double gravity  variom eter was suspended a cylindric 
brass case of 13,50 cm length and 1,16 cm diam eter, the inside of which was 
plated  with silver and filled with solution of cupric sulfate.
The solution contained 20,61 g crystalline cupric sulfate in 49,07 g water, 
which ratio  was according to  the solution used by TfeydieeaYier with his ex­
periments.* We had
from which the share falling to  the solution ol cupric suliate alone was la ,38 g 
SO th a t .Ifgo/. cMpr/c sui/aif 0.730 -If,-
On beam 2 was hung a second brass cylinder of 8,01 cm length and 1,16 cm 
diam eter, containing pieces of electrolytic copper wire. Here was
from which the share tailing on the electrolytic copper alone was 18,8a g, 
30 th a t =  0,730 di„.
From  the 132 observed values we obtained the mean values
* Ü b e rG e w ich tsä n d e ru n g e n  bei ehern, und p hys. U m se tzu n g en . A m id. P h y s . 5, 1901, p . 394. 
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.Second -series o/ o&sereidions
On beam 1 was suspended a brass cylinder oi 8,01 cm length ami 1,16 cm 
d 'am eter, containing nieces of electrolytic copper wire; here was
where the  share of the electrolytic copper alone was 18,49 g so th a t  =  
=  0,726 di„.
On beam 2 was suspended a cylindric brass case of 13,50 cm length and
1,16 cm diam eter the inside of which was {dated with silver and filled with
from which the share of the solution of copper sulfate alone was 1.1,40 g so 
Shut
From the 132 observed values we obtained the mean values
and accordingly
Co/np'dVnn x —x' n/ter /orwM/u (23) we obtained
we had tu rther the means
accordingly to  th a t the term, which is multiplied by
is to  be disregarded.
We obtained the mean value
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a n d  h e r e b y
Bv taking on th a t this difference is arising only from the difference 
have, as di,o/. 0,600 d f  ̂ ,
OAscrw/?'o/?&' roaccrH/wy /Ac i/?'//e?'c??c<?.- 
Ffrg/ ea;ycrMnc7?/n/ se/*?'e3
On beam 1 of the double gravity  variom eter was suspended a cylindric 
brass case of 12,90 cm length and 1,10 cm diam eter, loaded with asbestos. 
Here was
from which the share of asbestos alone was 15,25 so th a t  =  0,599 df„.
On beam  2 was suspended a second brass cylinder of 8,01 cm lenght 
and 1,16 cm diam eter, containing pieces of electrolytic copper wire. Here 
was
from w hat the share of the electrolytic copper alone was 18,85 g so th a t 
di,„ =  0,730 di„.
From the 110 observed values were derived the mean values
according!v
¿'cco/a/ .scrfcA' o ixcpewHcn/.s
On beam 1 was suspended a brass cylinder of 8,01 cm length and 1,16 cm 
diam eter, containing pieces of electrolytic wire. Here we had
from  which the share falling on the electrolytic cop]ter alone was 18,48 g, 
accordingly d ie , =  0,726 di„.
On beam 2 was suspended a cylindric brass case of 12,99 cm length and
1.16 diam eter, loaded bv asbestos. Here was
falling on the asbestos alone a weight of 15,25 g so th a t =  0,596 J /
From  the observed 106 values were derived the mean values
Id*
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accordingly
Co7Kn?í/?/M x —x' /orwM/a (23) we obtain
and wc had the means
whereby the term  multiplied by ( /la^  —¿l<Xi,,) —(Axs, —¿toca,,) is to  be dis­
regarded.
We obtain the mean value
and so
Supposed th a t  this difference derives from the difference x^^^, — x^,, 
alone, being J!f ¡,„,, =  0,598 , we have
(№.sT7'wd?'oH.s /Ae d?'//erewce x,
Ffr.si c.rpiv'/mcidn/ gcrfe.s
On beam 1 of the double gravity  variom eter was suspended a cylindric 
brass case of 15,60 cm length and 1,16 cm diam eter, filled with pure tallow. 
The specific density of the tallow used was 0,918 (23.9 0°), and accordingly 
its mean molecular volume was about 53 tim es th a t of the water. It was 
further
from what the share falling on the tallow alone was 13,78 g, so th a t  =
=  0,541
On beam 2 was suspended a second brass cylinder of 8,01 cm lengtl 
and 1,16 cm diam eter, containing pieces of electrolytic copper wire. Hen 
we had
from what the share of the tallow alone was 18,85 g, so th a t =  0.730 71/, 
From  the 118 observed values were derived the mean values
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a n d  a c c o r d i n g l y
Second certes
On beam 1 was suspended a brass cylinder ol 8,dl cm icngtn and t ,m  cm 
diam eter, c o n t a i n i n g  nieces of electrolytic copper wire. Here was
where the  share oi the electrolytic copper alone was 18,48 g so m a t ^ c „  =  
=  0,726 Jf„ .
On beam 2 was suspended a cylindric brass case of 15,60 cm length and
1.16 cm diam eter, filled with tallow. Here was
where the share of the tallow alone was 13, <8 g so th a t  u„.
4*rrnn ih i '  11X v n ln n s  tlif* n ipan
and accordinslv
n a l /a / ;  v '  — v //a' /n/'MIl/o 1231 WC o b ta in
We had further the means
whereby the term  which is multiplied by ¿lai,) —( tf<2, —¿tM.,,) is to no
neglected.
Wc o b ta in  Dm m ean value
and hereby
Supposed th a t this difference is resulted from the difference 
alone, we have, as df, ,, =  0,537 df„,
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7. wade wf/A /Ac pMryww /o r/c/er/ntnc/Ac x  — coxccrn-
/Ac a//rac/?'o7? o/ /Ac <S'M/r
For basis there are serving equation (12) and the considerations [Receding 
it. We shai) use the simple g rav ity  variometer, for what we put
and
for the a ttraction  of Sun





this iormula it seems to  us th a t  we can determine tbe difference 
x„ ** ^  by a sole series of experiments, where the two heterogeneous bodies are 
separately suspended on tbe two ends of the torsion balance set into the merid­
ian. But we can expect th a t the daily oscillation of the balance loaded in this 
way, deriving eventually from the different gravitation of these different bodies, 
will be accompanied by such other osciallations with the same period, which 
arc originating in perturbing influences which were not perfectly eliminated.
In order to  eliminate, if possible, the influence of these la tte r ones on the 
result, we chose the following wav for the observations.
In a /fr.s/ .scr/c.s o/ oAccrcu/Auns there was a platinum cylinder suspended on 
end u ol the beam and the scale positions of the beam, as well as the tem pera­
tures were read hourly, during two weeks, t he values of these readings were 
then collected and after reduction to the same tem perature, the hourly mean 
values ;; were computed.
After this, in % <?eco;n/ .srrfc# #/ oAserra/fow# there was suspended on the end 
u a magnalium cylinder and we followed t he same way of observation and com­
putation as with the first series of observations. Denoting now the difference 
??'— M observer! during two sections of the day in the first series by
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observed for the same length of two sections of the day in the second series, we 
compute on the basis of formuia (a)
( b )
Though s in ^ ' sinA ' —sin  ̂sin .1 is changing in the tim e between the first 
and second experimentai series, nevertheless it is certainly satisfactory to  in tro ­
duce here in the calculation the mean value of this quantity .
F?'r.s( series o/ o&scrwdions
On the end a of the single gravity variom eter was suspended a platinum  
cylinder of 6,01 cm length and 0,5 cm diam eter and the beam was set in the 
meridian, with its end a pointing to the North. Here was
The observations were taken between Ju ly  21 and August 4. 1908, and 
arranged so as in the first experimental series.
For Me compatatfow /or — x,,, those a and a ' values were used,
for which t  = 90°, i. e., the reading was taken At sunrise and sunset.
Approximately we take for the value a a t  sunrise the mean of two hourly 
values taken a t sunrise a t  4'' 0"' and 5 ''O'" a. m. and for a ' the mean of two values 
read a t 7'' O'" and 8" O'" p. m., a t sunset, i. e., when A =  — 120° and A '=  +120°.
and in the second series
Would we*base our calculations on a sole series oi observations, th a t is, to 
annlv formula (ah we had
The observations took place between June 18 and Ju ly  2, 1908, and they  
were taken hourly, from which the hourly mean values, as well as their depar­
ture from the to ta l mean were formed.
«Second series o/ o&serofdions
On the end u of the single gravity  variom eter a magnalium cylinder of 
11,91 cm length and 1,01 diam eter was suspended and the  beam was set in the 
mfn'irlinn with its tinr! r; nnintimr tn th(* Vnrth !!r-rp- was
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W ith exclusion of perturbing influences causing fluctuations a t daity pe­
riods i. e. using the results of both series of observations and formula (b) we 
obtain more correctly
in  a more complete evaluation ot tne ooservcu material, ano m a u e s n -  
able extension of it, unfortunately, we were hindered by shortness of time.
& Oit to detidc wAc/Aer a  a a&o/'pb'on o/ /Ac yrav?7a/?0H
Ay a/; ?'a/e/'/acdái/c Aody M /aA?'/?y p/ace.
Witli our former considerations is very closely connected the question 
whether the a ttrac tion  exerted by a body /1 to an other body If be depending 
on a th ird  body C lying between them , more particularly, whether for the a t ­
traction an absorbing capacity be a ttribu tab le  to bodies. For, if this would be 
the case, so had bodies of different shape and si/.e to be differently a ttrac ted  by an 
other one. Surely, this a ttrac tion  should depend on the orientations of the single 
parts of the a ttrac ted  body with respect to  the a ttrac ting  one, the front parts 
of the a ttrac ted  body w ould then modif y the a ttrac t ion of the parts lying in the 
background. In this comprehension the  above described observations concern­
ing the a ttrac tion  of different bodies can be considered as serving for settling 
the question, though the possibility of a  direct experim ent is not precluded.
1 don 't think, however, on experiments, like those of J/c.s.sr.s. A. F. -1 
and C. /i. TAw/nyi, who endeavoured by interposing some cm ttiick layers of 
water, lead, and mercury to  measure the effect exerted on the position o f a 
torsion balance, w hat was deflected by the a ttraction  of masses weighing seve­
ral kilograms.
Experim ents of this sort, carried out with utmost, care, hardly can lead to  
more accurate results than  those presented by the aforeasaid (lentiemen in 
their paper of 1897, proving th a t  the influence of the a ttrac tion  by those in ter­
posed layers is less than  ljoOO of it. A result like this is much easier obtain­
able by considering th a t  a balance, though subject to  the much greater 
a ttraction of the E arth , undergoes no perceptible change in its equilibrium 
position, when layers of the above mentioned sort would be put beneath one of 
its scale-pans, w ith due protection, the accuracy attainable by this la tte r 
instrum ent could be increased even to  the millionth of the w eight. And still 
mucii more accurate results can we a tta in  w ith the torsion balance.
We have carried out experiments of this sort, namely with the gravitation­
al compensator already in 1902".
[Those experiments have of course, the character of trials, and if w e still 
make known them  here, we should like to  consider them  as preliminary 
tests. The tim e required to perform them  satisfactorily, expecially to  build 
more complete instrum ents, was not a t our disposal.
The instrum ent was very like th a t described by Eötvös, therefore w e need 
not discuss here its particularities.]
. * An ex p erim en ta l re sea rch  on g ra v ita tio n a l p e rm eab ility , P h y s . R ev., 5, 1897, p. 294.
 ̂ g. tre a tis e  IV  (58). [*The t i t le  is given in  th e  fo o t-n o te  on p. 12<i.]
The brass spheres, 50 g each, fixed to  both ends of a 50 cm long torsion 
haiance beam enciosed besides a metal tube for protection also by arrangem ­
ents for compensation (8. fig . 7. and H.)
Hacli of these two arrangem ents applied on both ends consists of a cylin 
dric metal case of 5 cm diam eter encircling the protecting tube. The nictat cases 
bear two oppositely lying cylinder quadrants (compensating masses), made of 
cast-lead, which are resting on horizontal shafts, by the aid of which the angle 
o f inclination y of the middle line I i  K of the quadrants can be altered against 
the horizon. The dimensions of the quadrants are: inner-radius 2,5 cm. outer 
radius 12 cm, thickness, i. e. the distance between the two boundary planes
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9,5 cm. The ends of the balances, more precisely the brass spheres fixed to 
them  are oxcillating in the centre of each compensating quadrant pair.
The centre F  of the spheres on the balance ends should be in the axiSpUf 
rotation C of the compensators, when the ad justm ent of the instrum ent is pp.- 
fect. But, as perfection cannot be achieved, we have shown in the figur 8. the 
points F  and C as detached from each other, and we shall accordingly denote
the coordinates of F  by $, ¿f, relating to  the
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coordinate-system A, X passing through C.
In the present case the instrum ent was 
steadily used so th a t both compensators had 
the same position against the beam ends 
enclosed by them. The figure shows the 
cross-section of the compensator and the 
spheres oscillating in it so as they appear to 
an observer who standing a t one end looks 
toward the axis of rotation, and the figure 
shows just so for the observer who standing 
a t  the other end is looking also toward the 
axis of rotation.
In this case we can express the torque 
exerted on the beam by the attraction of the 
compensators in the following form:
in  the course of the investigations in question the compensators were set 
nto four different positions, d istant from each other by right angles, namely
If  we suppose th a t the a ttraction  of the E arth 's  masses acting upon the 
masses of the torsion balance is affected by the masses of the compensators like 
absorbing bodies, to the above torque F  is adding an other torque (P, wich is 
oriented forwards or backwards, according to  the position of the compensators.
Thinking namely the E arth  divided into two halves by a vertical plane, 
which passes through the balance beam, so will the action of one half of the 
Earth pass through the compensator, while th a t of the other half will not (s.
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fig. 9.). Each of these halves produces a horizontal component of the  a ttraction , 
the value of which as referred to the unit mass is G/'n, disregarding a possible 
" orption, and it is directed to  the side where the a ttrac ting  half-Earth is 
l\i.ig. For the case of absorption the a ttraction  of the half-Earth  affected by it
i s  t r t  f a k p  fru*
where p is depending on the absorbing capacity of the interm ediate body, fur­
ther on its shane. size and nosition.
In  this manner, the  action of both half- 
Earth , results in an horizontal component d irect­
ed to  th a t  side where the absorption is smaller. 
Denoting by wt the mass of one sphere on the 
balance-beam, by I its radius of rotation, we have 
the torques in the  four positions of the balance 
resulting from the one-side absorption, as follows :
We adm it the position of equilibrium as being accomplished partly  by the 
sum of the torques F  and partly  by the torques acting against the  torsion. 
We express this la tte r in the form +  where ip means the position of the 
beam, when ^ =  0 and 3 ,+  t) represents the to ta l angle of torsion. W riting 
further
position 1 position 11
position H 1 position IV
we obtain for the conditions of equilibrium in the four positions I -  IV :
)!*
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Subtracting tbe sum of the second and fourth equations from the sum of 
the first and third one, we obtain
Observing by the aid of m irror and scale, denoting the scale reading by 7? 
and the distance between scale and mirror by Z, expressed in scale divisions we 
have
For the evaluation of the observations, according to  the apparatus used, 
we took the sufficiently approxim ating values:
Z=1315 scale division, 7M =  30 g, 1 =  25 cm, 6r =  982 cgs, r —-di =  0,103 cgs.
The last quantity  was determ ined by deflection experiments of the compen­
sator-beam. Using those values we have
Although we could the iactor oi ¡, quite easily determine irom the dimen­
sions of the apparatus, we determined it rather from observations so th a t we 
observed two values of the quantity  7q +  7i, — Hg — "i hue to  different values of t. 
We have so:
Such change in the value of  ̂ can be easily operated and measured by 
sinking or lifting the compensator, what is resting on plate screws. From these 
kinds of exneriments we obtained, if t  is expressed in cm.
and so
from which
The numerical values of this formula are proving the high accuracy ob­
tainable with the determ ination of p, bu t on the other hand they point to  diffi­
culties to be surm ounted. They are consisting not only in the protection from 
perturbing effects, which are doubly effective in the case of a high accuracy 
like this, bu t expecially also in th a t the influence of the term  multiplied by 
should be possibly avoided or confidently determined.
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W ith our experiments the mounting of the apparatus in a ceiiar of uni­
form tem perature afforded the necessary protection and by the aid of catheto- 
meters we succeeded in adjusting the compensators so th a t 4 differed from zero 
by less then 1 /500 cm. We carried out three series of observations under these 
circumstances, a)ready some years ago; the readings are collected in the foitow­
ing short tabic.
Om itting the term proportional to  ̂ we computed p from the observations
Considering th a t an inaccuracy of 1/50 mm = 1/500 in the adjustm ent of 
shouhl cause an error slightly over one unit, values of p differing from zero 
by about one unit can be ascribed to  th is imperfection. As far as it is perm is­
sible, on the basis of a few experiments we may assert , th a t p, <?., /Ae 
P/oM o/ /Ac Far/'.s a//rac/?'oK e//ec/ed /Ac fn/erposed cotapeasa/fay qu/adran/.s' MKM 
/c.s'.s'. /Auw a /f//y  /AUM.suad w?7/fom/A par/ a/ d.
Experim ents, tike these, shouid be many times repeated to  become conciu 
sive, moreover their accuracy shouid be increased, w hat is a tta inable  by accord­
ing dimensions of the apparatus in order to  get rid of the influence of the factor 
of ¿J. [The compensating masses shouid be placed a t  a greater distance from the 
beam. U nfortunately we found no tim e for th a t  as yet.]
Examining the meaning of the results concerning p, we think ourselves 
absolved from the trouble of a more accurate calculation of this quantity  hav­
ing the supposition th a t the absorption is proportional to  the radiated sec­
tion, and so the question is to  fix a limiting value. But we have the right to 
state  th a t  those sections of the straight lines, which coming from points of 
the half-Earth pass through the compensator mass before reaching the a t ­
tracted  sphere, have an average length over 5 cm. We may say, therefore, th a t 
the attraction  of the Earth passing through a 5 cm thick layer of lead is not 




Position !7 A pril 20 A p ril Ü3 A pril
1. H, 2 4 6 .2 2 6 4 ,9 2 6 6 ,2
H . n., 2 4 7 ,4 2 6 4 ,6 2 6 S ,9
[ J J . "3 24)1 ,3 2 H 3 ,S 2 6 7 ,1
Î V . " 4 2 4 6 .9 2 6 2 ,3 2 6 6 ,6
!
" 1 2 4 6 ,9 2 6 3 .9 2 6 3 ,9
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For R i m  thick layer of lead their lim it would be 1/2500 million and for the 
absorption through the whole length of the E arth 's  diam eter about 1/400. B ut 
supposing th a t  the absorption be proportional to  the mass passed through, 
according to  our experiments ¿Ac o/ ¿Ac tcAoIc FarlA aJowy ?'?.s &dwc?c?'
3A0MM Ac /c.s3 ¿Aa7? aAoMl f/^AO.
Observations on ebb and flow and its generating forces show however, 
th a t  this lim it for an eventual absorption of the gravitation caused by the whole 
E arth  along one of its diam eters is even smaller.
We can convince ourselves of this in the simplest way by considering the 
vertical forces due to the a ttraction  of Sun and Moon at two points of the Earth, 
where =  0 and ^ =  n.
In place of the value
of the force without absorption, we have now
or
where p means the p a rt of the a ttrac tion  absorbed by the E arth 's  mass along 
the length of its diam eter.
In this way we have to  write for the tide caused by the sun:
and for the lunar tide:
Would ¡a touch the hunt 1/lbOO lound by our torsion balance observations, 
we had for the Sun
and for the Moon
in this case the solar tide should be magnified about eight-times, while the 
lunar tide should be hardly noticeable.
Even the roughest observations of the tidal phenomena contradict a sup­
position like that-. B ut one might th ink on the observation of the tidal forces 
in order to  determine the value a or a t least to  fix more exactly the limit, which 
th is value cannot surpass.
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Namely the proportion of the tidal force of the Sun to  th a t of the Moon 
according to  our previous considerations is
where represent the theoretical value oi this proportion when /¿=0.
Many years of observations of tidal phenomena do us entitle to  say th a t  
a t  least the m agnitude of the solar tides does not surpass th a t  of the lunar tides, 
by th a t is given us the prove th a t the a ttrac tion  of sun along an E arth 's  d ia­
meter has no more loss than  a tenthousandth  part of it. We obtain this result 
bv the aid of our last formula if we pu t there
More accurate results ol tins sort are well to  be expected trom observations 
of the tidal force.
[We have already such observations a t our disposal. We have in our hands 
the fair work of 0 . Hecker,.Beobachtungen an H orizontal-Pendeln usw." (Ver­
öffentlichung des k. preuss. Geodetischen Institu tes. Neue Folge No. 32, 1907), 
which is reach in observations and in very interesting conclusions derived from 
those.
The observations were taken on two horizontal-pendulums, and the last 
results are collected on pp. 31 and 32 of the  treatise in the following formulas
) computed attraction of the Moon 0"00922 cos (2i — 305°,5)
Pendulum 1  ̂ observed lunar wave 0"00622 c o s(2 t-2 8 5 ° ,4 )
) computed a ttraction  of the Moon 0"00900 cos (2i —48°,7)
Pendulum  11 j  observed lunar wave 0"00543 cos (2(-63°,2)
) computed attraction of the Sun 0"00399 cos (2% —305°,5)
Pendulum I  ̂ observed solar wave 0"00244 cos (2i —273°,6)
) computed attraction  of the Sun 0"00389 cos (2i —48°,7)
Pendulum 11 ̂  observed solar wave 0"00585 cos (2% —48°,3)
We don 't want to deal here more closely with the  satisfactory agreement 
of the computed and observed phases, we are ra ther interested in the ratio 
of the amplitudes for Sun and Moon. Denoting the amplitudes by and y4„, 
we obtai n
The good accord between the computed and observed values for pendulum
I makes us to  take the limit of p lower than before. The p ity  is th a t  pendulum
II hinders us to do so with full conscience, though Prof. /Verier emphasizes 
several times in his paper th a t pendulum H suffered by many disturbances 
and it was even less accurate in its dates.
B ut using the dates of this pendulum 11 alone, we arrive to  the result 
sta ted  before th a t the loss of the Sun's a ttraction  suflered along an E arth 's  
diam eter is less than  one tenthousandth  part. This result is ten times more accu­
rate than  th a t received by the gravitational compensator, but we should point 
again to the fact, th a t  the observations made by th a t instrum ent were only of 
preliminary character and they promise us a much higher degree of accuracy, 
if carried out more carefully.]
If /ds M?M ra&'onc/Zw .sM5.s7u7ec&'
Investigations on radioactive substances were carried out in two direc­
tions, a t first, concerning the proportion of their masses to the a ttraction of 
E arth  exerted on them , secondly about the question if these substances do exert 
an absorption on the a ttraction  or even a specific a ttrac tion  or repulsion
a) d&serra/y'o?;# coMcew/ny /Ac propor/?'o;; o/ nm&s u/Zruc/fon
We carried out experiments with a preparative of radium which derived from 
the Cwfc Laboratory and was put a t our disposal. The to ta l weight of this spe­
cimen closed in a small tube was 0,200 g, containing 0,100 g pure RaUr^, with 
1 500 000 — fold activity  of th a t  of metallic uranium . This specimen was avail 
able to us only for a short while a t the beginning of this work, th a t is why we 
could perform our observations but by the first procedure.
The small tube containing the radium was carefully fixed in the midle of a- 
closed brass tube, and suspended on the end of beam, the observations were 
then carried out in the same manner as with the magnalium and wood
We had to consider a t  this time, th a t the suspended mass Hf,, was not 
homogeneous, as only a 1 /250 part of it was consisting of RaHtg.
The direct determ ination concerned an average coefficient x  ̂ol the a ttra c ­
tion of the total mass where the coefficient of the attraction  of the ra 
dium bromide added only a contribution with 1 /250 of d /,. In this way, if we 
a ttribu te  the value —Xp, to the effect of the radium specimen atom;, we 
have to put
=250(x„-xp,).
E?'r.s/ .sc/'/r.s o/ eaperbweydA'
On end a of beam 1 of the double gravity  variometer was suspended the 
closed brass tube of 9,62 cm length and 0.90 cm diam eter, containing the radium 
specimen. There was
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From 15 observed values we obtained the mean value
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and from 43 values
Second .ser?'e$ o /
For ttiis purpose are serving the experiments made with the same appara­
tus for the determ ination of — Xp, (s. p. 136.), where the end a  was load­
ed with a platinum  cylinder.
The results of th a t series of experiments were
For omanM/a^on o/ x,, — Xp, a /F r  /o /'/aa/a ("77) we tak e  th e  m ean values
In  th e  Apposition we had
whence a  —/;/= + < ),2 . consequently  ia(/la — /lK ) is to  be neglected. 
H ere was
so th a t  we obtain
Hut computing after formula (20) so as in the case of magnalium and wood, 
we obtain
and a t  last a f te r  our preceding determ ination :
b) (Maerontyoa# coaierafay a ,spcc//m MmcAnmca/ <?//eci o/ apt-CMMCM# o/ rad/w/a
In addition we want to report here on experiments carried out by us years 
ago (1904) with the purpose to discover possible mechanical effects of radium 
specimens on the torsion balance beam.
The researches have lead us in the domain travelled by the treatise of 
dir. jRoh?r( G<Mye7.- „On absorption of gravitational energy by radioactive sub­
stances*. After the remarks made shortly by d ir. IT. iiaa/m aw a on the work 
of d ir. 77 Gc/yeF, the publication of any further rem arks seemed us super­
fluous a t th a t tim e; we think, however, th a t  our experiments arc worth men 
tinning in the frame of the present treatise.
* K.  G e i g e l ,  Ann. <1. Phys. 10, 1903, p. 429.
2 P. G e i g o ! ,  Ann. d. Phys. 10, !903, p. S94.
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With the experiments we used 10 mg of a radium specimen; its activity  
was about miliion —foid th a t  of uranium  metal.
The radium  specimen was closed in a small tube, of 4,5 cm length, 0,5 cm 
outer diam eter, and 0,66 g weight.
wo. /
After reading the equilibrium position of the gravity  variom eter, the small 
tube containing the radium specimen was placed into the housing of the to r­
sion balance and set there up on a light frame of wire so th a t the tube was lying 
a t the end & of the beam, parallel to the platinum  cylinder inserted to  the beam, 
and in the same height.
The radium  tube was put once to  one side, then to  the other side of the 
oscillating platinum  cylinder, and the position of equilibrium was read in each 
case. The distance N between platinum  cylinder and tube could be figured out 
from the scale reading where the oscillating beam was repulsed by the tube.
At a distance of 77 =  50 sc. division =  4,05 mm the tube pushed away the 
platinum  cylinder by 1,8 scale divisions, according to  a force P, the value of 
which is easilv calculated from
i. e.,
Repulsing force P  =  0,000 018^.
With repetition of the experim ent w e obtained :
repulsing force P = 0,000 018g.
The pulverized radium specimen was lying during the experiments dis­
persed on the base of the tube, about 2 mm deeper than the axis of the p la ti­
num cylinder.
P.rpcrfwifw/ wo. 2
All was arranged so as w ith experiment no. 1, w ith  the difference, th a t  the 
radium  tube was lifted above the platinum  cylinder by about 3 mm. At 77 =  41 
sc. div. =  3,2 mm the tube a ttrac ts  the platinum  cylinder by 2.5 scale divisions, 
with the
force of a ttraction  P  = 0,000 025,.
P.cperMwcw/ -3
Instead of the tube containing the radium specimen we placed into the 
housing of the instrum ent an em pty glass tube having the same form and size 
as th a t one with experiment no. 1. Traces of a repulsion were showing them ­
selves not exceeding the value P  =  0,000 001, and it seemed to  be decreasing 
in time.
We repeated these experiments several times and proved by them  the re ­
sult first found. The simplest, b u t ra ther light-m inded in terpretation  would be 
the supposition of a specific a ttrac tive  force of the radioactive substance, accord­
ing to  the a ttrac tion  found by experim ent no. 2, moreover an  absorption of 
the E arth 's  a ttraction  by the substance, what could cause the  repulsion found 
by experim ent no. 1. Experim ent no. 3., where such substance was not present, 
looks ra ther to  corroborate interpretations like this, b u t we have to  bear in 
mind th a t  the  glass tube here used replaced the radium  tube with respect only 
to  its m ass-attraction, and not to  other effects, especially its heat effect.
In  order to  suppress every doubt about this very im portan t question we 
examined the effect of a glass tube, which was like the radium  tube not only 
with respect to  form and mass, b u t also to  the heat it  was steadily radiating.
In to  the  glass tube was sealed a short piece of platinum  wire, of 0,04 mm 
diam eter and 1,41 ohm electrical resistance, and it was heated by a current of 
according intensity.
At first, careful comparison was made of the quantities of heat radiated in 
the same tim e by the tube heated by current and the radium  tube. A compari 
son like this performed by therm oelectric m ethod rendered us the result, th a t  
the radium  specimen radiated  0,169 g calorie in an hour according to  0,0118 
ampere intensity. The tube with the platinum  wire was then placed into the 
inside of the housing, while the current was conducted to  it through carefully 
packed holes.
wo. 4
At R = 3 2  sc. division =  2,4 mm appeared a repulsion of 1,8 sc. div. so 
th a t there was a
repulsing force jR = 0,000 018, 
equal to  the repulsing force found by experiment no. 1.
E a p e w M C M t  Mo. J
The torsion balance beam was towered by about 3 mm. Here appeared an 
attraction, as with experim ent no. 2,
a ttracting  force T*=0,000 024^.
With the repetition of experiments no. 4. and no. 5. applying a higher in ­
tensity  of current of ¿=0,0250 amp, w hen platinum  cylinder and heating wire 
were in the same height (experiment no. 4 ), w e found a repulsion by 9 sc. d i­
vision, and an attrac tion  up to touch when the wire was in a higher position, 
(experiment no. 5.)
We believe to  have satisfactorily proved, th a t  attraction  and repulsion 
appearing in experiments no. 1. and no. 2. were not effected by a specific mechan­
ical action of the radium  specimen, not even by absorption of the  E arth 's  
attraction , bu t they  were solely caused by therm ic effects, exerting mainly a 
mechanical action as a result of warming up the air.
The radium  specimen of about 10 mg weight exerted, thus, on the torsion 
balance beam a t a distance of about 4 mm certainly no specific a ttractive or 
repulsive force, the value of which could touch one unit of 10 order. There 
was also no recognizable trace of an absorbing effect on the E arth 's  a ttrac tion
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the quantity  / as ffcpendtng on the nature of the a ttrac ted  body and puttin"
the resuits of our observations can be represented by vaiues of the quantity  x 
computed from those. We show there the values x -x ,, ,  found, together with 
the mean errors of the determinations, where
M agnahum  ..................................................................  + 0 ,0 0 4 - 1 0 - '+ 0 ,0 0 t-1 0 -*
S n a k e -w o o d ..................................................................  - 0 ,0 0 1 -10-*  + 0,002-10-*
Copper .........................................................................  + 0 , 0 0 4 ± « , 0 0 2 - 1 0 - '
W a t e r ..............................................................................  - 0 ,0 0 i i - t 0 - '± 0 , 003-10-*
C rysta lline  cupric  s u l f a t e .................................... - 0 ,0 0 1 - 1 0 - '± 0 , 0 0 3 -1 0 - '
So lu tion  o f cupric su lfa te  ................................... - 0 ,0 0 3 -1 0 -" + 0 ,0 0 3 -1 0 -"
A sbestos ..................................................................... + 0 ,0 0 1 - 1 0 - '± 0 ,0 0 3 -1 0 - '
Tallow  ............................................................................ - 0 ,0 0 2 - 1 0 - '± 0 ,0 0 3 -1 0 - '
Hie mean values found lor x —Xp, are smaller in four cases, slightly greater 
in three cases than  their average errors, and equal in one case.
The probability of a value different from zero for the quantity  x even in 
these cases is vanishingly little, as a review of the according observational d a ­
ta  shows quite long sequences with uniform departure from the average, the 
influence of which on the average could only be annulled bv much longer scries 
of observations.
Among the bodies subjected to the observations are to be found those with 
very different specific gravities, molecular gravities, molecular volumes, and 
also with different states and structures.
W e  b e l i e v e  t o  h a v e  t h e  r i g h t  t o  s t a t e  t h a t  x  r e l a t i n g  t o  t h e  K a r t  h  s  a t t r a c ­
t i o n  d o e s  n o t  r e a c h  t h e  v a l u e  o f  0 , 0 0 5 - 1 0 * 6  fo p  a n y  o f  t h o s e  b o d i e s .
In connection with the question if the attraction would change following a 
chemical reaction or dissolution taken place in the a ttracted  bodies, we obtain­
ed even smaller limits.
For Aa/a/u/Fs' silver sulfate —ferrous sulfate reaction wc found namelv
and for the solution of cupric sulfate in water after the proportion given by 
//cw/awY/c/'
Y. O&MVtwf/ons /a //a amráF'a//
For the Sun's a ttraction we obtained
co7if'7?7'77?7i7/ 7777 7 7i/(MPiic? 7777 ur //i7Wig/i
777̂ 7*777̂ 7/70/7? ¿7777/7'M.
By experiments with the gravitational compensator it was shown, th a t a 
5 cm thick lead layer causes no absorption touching a value of 0,00002-10*6 
Accordingly :
the absorption through a 1 m thick lead plate is less than  0,0004-10*6 
tim es the Harth's attraction , absorption through the Karth along one of its 
diam eters is <1/800 part of the Harth's attraction.
4 . 0 &.?erW d?'077.S 077 /YitZ/btltf/O f .S'77/7.S/77 777'C.S
From cx])eriments with a radium specimen of 0,20 g weight we obtained
C O N T R IB U T IO N  T O  T H E  LAW  O F  P R O P O R T IO N A L IT Y  . . .  [<¡.1
From experiments with o ther specimens we noticed, 
a) th a t the specimen exerts on a platinum cylinder of 30 g weight laying at 
4 mm distance from it no specific attraction or repulsion what would reach 
one unit of the order 10*6;
¿ 7 )  th a t  this specimen causes no noticeable absorption of the H arth's attraction .
We can express in a few words the final results of our work.
We have carried out long series of observations, the accuracy of which is 
surpassing all previous ones, b u t we were not able in any case to  discover notice­
able departures from the law of the proportionality of inertia and gravity.*
(Manuscript received on February 27, 1922)
' T he m easu rem en ts carried  o u t bv  Dr. -i. [ t e n n e r  (M ath . u. N atu rw iss. A tlx. d. U ng. 
A kadem ie d. W iss, vol. L l i l ,  [933, pp. 342 — 370, in H u n g arian , w ith  G erm an resum e) in [933, 
in  th e  H o tv d s-ln s titu tc  a f te r  th e  th ird  procedure  fu tty  a ffirm ed  th e  conv ic tion  o f  th e  a u th o rs  
expressed  in th e  in tro d u c tio n  o f th is  trea tise , t h a t  th e  accu racy  o f  m easu rem en ts o f th is  so r t  
c an  he s t ih  considerab ty  increased . H e succeeded in  th a t  by  carefu l choice o f  th e  to rsion  ba tan ce  
a n d  excetten t to rsio n  w ires, a s  wett as by  p e rfec t e tim in a tio n  o f th e  d is tu rb in g  effec ts o f  v a r ia ­
tio n s  in  tem p era tu re . H e  w as a b te  to  show  th a t  in  th e  case o f  p ta tin u m , b rass , g iass d rop , sm ashed  
g tass d rops, p a raffine , am m onium  ftuoride, m anganese  copper ah o y , a n d  b ism u th  th e  difference 
o f  th e  g ra v ita tio n a t c o n stan ts  does n o t su rpass in a n y  ease th e  av erag e  e rro r 0 ,32-10*" o f th e  
m easu rem en ts, i. e., th e  value  [ : 2 000 000 000, in  one case (brass — b ism u th ) i t  rem ained  even 
u n d e r  1 : 5 000 000 000.
As we can  h a rd ty  ex p ec t a n y  fu r th e r  increase  o f  th e  m easu ring  accu racy  a n d  th e  d iscovery  
o f  a  specific  g ra v ita tio n , tin s  fu n d am en ta l problem  o f  physics a p p ea rs  to  be d e fin ite ly  so lved. -  
And s till  rem ains here th e  question  to  be an sw ered : how do th in g s  s ta n d  w ith  live m a tte r?  
N e w t o n  h ad  a lread y  in v es tig a ted  corn and  w ood; ta llow  a s a n  o rgan ic  s tu f f  was d raw n  here 
in th e  m easurem ents, b u t  we a re  th in k in g  on reai liv ing  organ ism s, a c tiv e ly  develop ing  by  
cell-division, w hich were n ev er chosen fo r ob jec ts o f  s im ilar in v estig a tio n s. T he d ifficu lties  w ould 
so m ew hat increase, p ro b ab ly  th e  a tta in a b le  accu racy  som ew hat decrease, a n d  a  n e g a tiv e  re su lt 
m ay  be foreseen. Anyhow , in e rtia  a n d  g rav ita tio n  a re  b o th  in sep arab le  u n iv ersal p ro p e rtie s  o f 
m a t te r ;  besides, th e y  le t them selves com pare w ith  1 0 * " -1 0 * "  accu racy . T herefore  i t  w ould 
be  d o u b tless  o f  c e rta in  n a tu ra l  philosophical sign ificance to  m ake su re , t h a t  even in  th is  regard  
th ere  is no  d ifference betw een liv ing  a n d  lifeless m a tte r .
